INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many classes of formai Ianguages have been algebraically characterized [2, 3, 5 ] . Generally, these characterisations were obtained by use of the regular Ianguages or other classes of Ianguages, e. g. the class of linear-context-free Ianguages as a basis and allowing closure under elementary 366 H.-J. STENGER opérations. Using the fact that 'homomorphic replication', a généralisation of the concept of homomorphism, does not preserve the class of regular languages, many classes (e. g. NP, the class of recursively enumerable sets, etc.) could be characterized as the smallest class containing the regular languages and having certain closure properties.
Whereas in [2, 3, 5 ] , each characterisation is proven as a single result, most of these characterisations are obtained in this paper as special cases of the characterisations of two families of classes of formai languages.
If F is a class of time bounds and A is a language, then NTIME(F) (NTIME(F, ^4)) is the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines (oracle machines with oracle set A) that are time bounded by a function f e F. Defining the 'F-erasing homomorphism', erasing-properties of homomorphisms can be related to the class of time bounding functions. In two theorems, each of these two families is characterized as the smallest class containing the regular languages (and one other language with information about the oracle set A 9 if NTIME(F, A) is concerned) that is closed under certain opérations and F-erasing homomorphic duplication; homomorphic duplication is a simple form of homomorphic replication which does not use reversai.
By spécification of the class F of time bounds, characterisations of several special classes are obtained in two corollaries. So many characterisations proven or stated in [2, 3, 5 ] are obtained as special cases of two gênerai characterisations. Furthermore, two uniform représentations for the languages of the two families of classes of languages are provided by the proofs of the theorems. So, besides the characterisations of NTIME(F) and NTIME(F,y4) stated without proof in [4] , we have two uniform représentations for the languages of these classes.
In order to perform the characterisation of NTIME(F) in section 1, first a new représentation for recursively enumerable (r.e.) languages is given which is based on regular languages and uses the opérations length-preserving homomorphic duplication, homomorphism and intersection, After that, closure of NTIME(F, A) under F-erasing homomorphic replication is shown and then we are able to describe NTIME(F) in terms of F-erasing homomorphic duplication.
So as to get a basic représentation for the languages of NTIME(F, A) in section 2, a modified version of the 'Représentation Lemma' by R. V. Book and C. Wrathall in [5] serves as a starting-point for the characterisation of NTIME(F, A). At the end of each section, several well known classes of CHARACTERISATIONS OF NTIME(F) AND ISTHME^, A) 367 formai languages are described as an application of the gênerai results: in section 1 the class RE of r.e. languages, the class REC of recursive languages, the class PRIMREC of primitive recursive languages, for fc^3 the class E k of languages whose characteristic function is in the Grzegorczyk class g k and the class NP of languages accepted in polynomial time by nondeterministic Turing machines, and in section 2 their relativized counterparts respectively. 
LIST OF MMBOLS
composition of g and ƒ with h{a)=g(f{a)) for ail aeA.
PRELIM1NARTFS
It is assumed that the reader is familar with the basic notions from théories of automata and formai languages. Only the concepts and notations that are most important for the understanding of this paper will be established in the following. For outstanding définitions, standard literature can be consulted [6, 7, 8] .
If w is a word, then | w | dénotes the length of w. \w\ gives the number of symbols in w; for the empty word e, \e\ =0. For any word w, let w* be the reversai of w. The reversai of w is obtained from w by writing the symbols of w in reverse order. For the empty word e, e R = e.
If A is a language and £ the smallest (finite) alphabet such that A ç Z*, then iî=JE*-A and A®A = { c}Av{d}A with two symbols c, d not in Z.
A homomorphism is a function h : Z* -> À* such that ft(uü) = h(u)h(v) for all M, ueZ*.
A homomorphism h : Z* -> A* is called length-preserving if | fc(vv) | = | w L for all wel!*; nonerasing if | fc(w) | ^ |w| for all we E*; linear-erasing on language L^Z* if there exists a constant fc>0 such that for all weL k\h(w)\ > | w | whenever | w [ ^k; polynomial-erasing on language L^Z* if there exists a constant fc>0 such that for all weL | h(w) \ k^ \w\ whenever |w| >k.
The erasing properties of homomorphisms can be defined in a more genera! way, using classes of functions. ïf F is a class of functions f :N -> N, then a homomorphism h is called F-erasing on a language L ^ Z* if there is a constant /c>0 and a function fsF such that for all weLkf(\h(w)\)^\w\ whenever | w| >k.
Let n be a positive integer, p SL function /?:{l,...,n}-> {1,R}, La language and ft 15 ..., h n be n homomorphisms. Then the language
If the function j? has value 1 everywhere, then the homomorphic replication on L is called a homomorphic duplication on L and we write (h v ..., /i n > (L) instead of </?;/i 15 .. ., ft" > (L).
The concept of 'homomorphic replication' defined for languages can be extended to words if a word w is identified with its singleton { w } . Furthermore 'homomorphic duplication (replication)' also dénotes the mapping that transforms the language L into L' or the word w into w'.
A class jSf of languages is closed under (length-preserving, non-, linear-, polynomial-, F-erasing) homomorphic replication if for every ne^J + , every function /?:{l,...,n}->{l,l?}, every language Lei? and every n (lengthpreserving, non-, linear-, polynomial-, F-erasing) homomorphisms h u ..
A nondeterministic Turing machine (TM) M is a quadruple (Z, Z, S, Z^c), where Z = { z 0 , .. ., z s } is a finite set of states, Z = { a 0 , , a r } the finite tape alphabet, z 0 the start state, Z AC cz Z the set of accepting states and CHARACTERISATIONS OF NTIME(F) AND NTIME(F, A) 369 5 :Zxï -> P(ZxEx { -1,0, +1 }) the transition function. Conventionally a o e£ will be used for the empty tape square and will also sometimes be denoted by '<>'• M is called deterministic if 'for every state z and every tape symbol a the set 5(z, a) has at most one element.
A configuration C is a word in £*ZE* and gives an instantaneous description of a step in M's computation. Let C=wzav be a configuration. Then wav is the corresponding tape inscription; z dénotes the current state of the finite control while M's read-write-head (RW-head) is scanning the symbol a. C is called a halting configuration whenever 8(z, a) -0; if additionally zeZ AC , then C is called an accepting configuration; C is called a start configuration on input x = a t ... a n , if z = z 0 , w = e, a = a x and v = a 2 ... a n .
Let C = wzav and C' = Wz'a'v' be configurations. Then C' is called a successor configuration of C and C apredecessor configuration of C', denoted by C\-C\ whenever one of the foliowing statements holds: A computation of /engt/i fe on input xeS* is a séquence C o ,..., C k of configurations, where C o is a start configuration on input x, and QI-Cj+i for all j, O^j<k. A computation is called halting (accepting), if C k is a halting (accepting) configuration.
The description given above allows the reader to imagine the TM as a 1-tape machine with the tape unbounded to the right. The machine is started by writing the input leftbound onto the tape. Then the RW-head is positioned over the first symbol of the input string and the finite state control is set into start state.
Since in every step of a Turing computation, only a finite part of the tape if filled with 'proper' symbols, i. e. tape symbols distinct from *< )',a configuration C can be represented by a finite séquence of symbols ofZuL The définitions given above for 1-tape Turing machines can easily be done for multitape Turing machines, having k tapes, fc^l. Therefore, in the following, a Turing machine (TM) is to be understood as a nondeterministic multitape machine with k tapes, fc^l.
Let M be a TM with k tapes, k^ 1, ƒ, g and t functions from N to M, and F a class of such functions. Let O( ƒ) = { g : N -> N | there is a ce N such that g(ri)< <ƒ (n) for ail ne N } ; then
We say 'the language L is accepted by a nondeterministic multitape Turing machine in F-time' if and only if L is in NTIME(F).
The function ƒ majorizes the function g iif(n)^g(n) for ail neN.
An oracle machine is a multitape Turing machine M with a distinguished work tape, the query tape, and the three distinguished states 'QUERY', 'YES', 'NO'. At some step of a computation on an input string w, M may transfer into state 'QUERY'. In state 'QUERY' M transfers into the state ' YES' if the string currently appearing on the query tape is in the oracle set A ; otherwise, M transfers into state 'NO' ; in either case, the query tape is instantly erased at the same step of the computation. Oracle machines can be deterministic or nondeterministic.
The language accepted by M relative to the oracle set A is L(M, A)= { xe£* | there is an accepting computation of M on input x when the oracle set is A } Time complexity for oracle machines can be defined in the same way as for Turing machines. The class of languages accepted in F-time by nondeterministic oracle machines with oracle set A will then be denoted by NTIME(F,i4).. SECTION 1 First, lemma 1.1 gives a basic représentation for recursively enumerable (r.e.) sets. Then, Remark 1.1 prépares Theorem 1, introducing F-erasing homomorphism. In Theorem 1, the représentation for languages given by Lemma 1.1, leads to an algebraic characterisation of the class NTIME(F), with the intermediate resuit of a uniform représentation for ail languages of NTIME(F). Finally Corollary 1 characterizes several special classes of languages by specifying the class F of fonctions in Theorem 1. An encoding scheme A pair of configurations (C, C') such that Cl -C' can be coded by a word w in such a way that C and C', enriched by some '$' symbols used to bring C and C to equal length, can be regained from w by length-preserving homomorphisms, as follows :
including the tape squares under M's RW-head in two configurations C and C' such that C\-C', no more than three '$' symbols are needed to bring C and C' to equal length. Whereas C and C' are Several codifications according to the encoding scheme are performed; so let (1) S' dénote the set coding all start configurations together with a successor configuration; (2) A' dénote the set coding all accepting configurations together with a precedessor configuration; (3) R' dénote the set coding all pairs of consécutive configurations where neither of the two is a start nor an accepting configuration.
By translation with three length-preserving 1:1 onto homomorphisms, the common alphabet E u n of S', A' and R' is replaced by three new, pairwise disjoint alphabets F s , T A and T R , The resulting new sets are S, A and R. Since S', A' and R' are regular and the regular sets are closed under homomorphisms, S, A and ,R are regular too. For each of these three sets, two length-preserving homomorphisms deftned in the way described in the encoding scheme, provide the corresponding set of modified configurations. Thus, putting r=IuZu{tt} 3 one has the following three pairs of length-preserving homomorphisms:
r*, In order to be able to distinguish the input symbols from all other symbols, h XtS is composed with a further length-preserving 1:1 onto homomorphism which translates lMAGE(h ls ) into an alphabet T' consisting of new symbols except for T in such a way that T is mapped to T. The modified lengthpreserving homomorphism is h is : F s * -• (F')*.
Construction of L 1
So as to delete all precedessor configurations of accepting configurations in L u the homomorphism h 1)A is modified in the following way: after h ljA another length-preserving homomorphism is executed that translates IMAGE(/z x A ) into a new alphabet A. The modified length-preserving homomorphism is h 1 A : F^* -* A*. Now L 1 can be represented as In order to delete all successor configurations of start configurations in L 2 , the homomorphism h 2> s is also modified: After h 2 ,s another length-preserving homomorphism is executed that translates IMAGE(/z 2 ,s) into the same alphabet À as for Li. The modified length-preserving homomorphism is h 2tS : II -> A*. Thus .
• • h lfR (v n -t)h UA (w)\ ueS, weA and for ' 1 <y< n -1 and where /i' is the homomorphism defined above; in particular h' deletes the word h 2S {u). Combining the three homomorphisms defined on disjoint domains in the same way as for Li, we obtain the following two length-preserving homomorphisms : 2 . In order to obtain the input y of the accepting computation represented by x, a homomorphism h is needed that deletes all symbols not in P, translates the remaining symbols into T and finally deletes the symbols z 0 and ff.
Thus L^htL.nLzl where L^/i'^,^) (T), L 2 = h'(g 3 ,gt > (T), with a regular language T, length-preserving homomorphisms g 1? g 2 , g 3 , ^4 and the homomorphisms h and fc'. D
CLAIM: The homomorphism h' is linear-erasing on < gi, g 2 / Let xe(gi,g 2 }(T).
Then x represents. 2m configurations, m ^2. fc' erases one configuration either in (g 15 g 2 )(T) and <g 3 
,g 4 >(T).
Thus 2m-l< \h'(x)\. x consists of m pairs of modified configurations, i. e. x contains at most 3m '$' symbols. For the configuration D deleted by h\ \D\ ^ \h'{x)\ holds. Thus |x| ^ \V(x)\ -f 3m+ \H(x)\ 9 and hence |x| ^6|^(x)|. By symmetry, the claim also holds for xe < g 3 ,g 4 > (T).
• REMARK 9 (P2) -there is afunction g'eF such that g\n)^n 2 
Let F be a class of fonctions from N to N such that -F is closed under composition, (PI) -ƒ («) > n for all ne N and feF

for neN. (P3) Then the following statement holds: If LeNTIME^F), then in Lemma 1.1 the homomorphism h is F-erasing on language. L t nL 2 , and the homomorphism h' is F-erasing on the languages
Proof h deletes 2n configurations, each with at most |Ci| + 2n symbols, (2n+l)T symbols and z 0 from C u where |Ci| = |y| + l. The classes NTIME(F) and NTIME(F, A) are closed under F-erasing homomorphic replication.
Proof Let LxeNTIME^F, A), m^l, p be a function from {l,...,m} to { 1, R }, h u -• • ,hm be m homomorphisms from S* to A* which are F-erasing on Li.
Let L 2 = (p;h X9 .. .^"XLJ. We have to show that L 2 eNTIME(F, A\ For LJGNTIMECF, ^i) there exists an>-tape oracle machine M x with oracle set A which accepts L x in F-time. We construct a nondeterministic oracle machine M 2 with oracle set ^ which accepts L 2 in F-time.
Définition of M 2
Let M 2 have a finite state control, a finite tape alphabet and 3 + r tapes performing the following tasks: tape 1; M 2 's input tape; takes yeA* as input; tape 2: constructs the homomorphic replication of wel,*; tape 3; stores weS*, nondeterministically geinerated by M 2 ; tape 4,.. ., tape 3 + r: are simulating the oracle machine Mi ; the input tape of M x is simulated by tape 4.
In the following, an accepting computation of M 2 on input y is defined by four consécutive phases. using (*) and Fs properties, the total amount of steps does not exceed ƒ"() y |) for a function f'eF. That is, M 2 accepts L-, in F-time.
The closure property of NTIME(F) can also be shown directly if at the 
Then the following statements hold: (i) NTIME(F) is the smallest class of languages containing the regular languages that is closed under -intersection, -length-preserving homomorphic replication [duplication], -F-erasing homomorphism. (ii) NTIME(F) is the smallest class of languages containing the regular languages that is closed under -intersection, -F-erasing homomorphic replication [duplication], (iii) NTIME(F) is closed under union, inverse homomorphism, concaténation and Kleene*.
Proof With the assumptions made for F, closure under F-erasing homomorphism and F-erasing homomorphic duplication follows immediately from Lemma 1.2. It is easy to see that NTIME(F) has the closure properties stated in (iii). Now let LeNTIME(F) and if(F) be a class of languages ha ving the properties claimed for NTIME(F) in (i). We show that LeJS?(F). L is in NTIME(F) if and only if there exists a nondeterministic multitape TM which accepts L in F-time. Since F is closed under composition and has property (*), L can be accepted by a nondeterministic 1-tape TM in F-time too. By property (*) NTIME(F) contains the regular languages. Since L is a r. e. language, Lemma 1.1 yields a représentation of the form with a regular language T, length-preserving homomorphisms g t and homomorphisms h and h'. By choice of F, h and h' become F-erasing on corresponding languages applying Remark 1.1. With the properties assumed for i?(F), LEJ£(F) and part one of the theorem is shown. Minimality for part two follows as in part one, since closure under F-erasing homomorphic replication implies closure under length-preserving homomorphic duplication and F-erasing homomorphism.
•
The proof of Theorem 1 also gives a uniform représentation for the languages of NTIME^) whatever class of fonctions F (satisfying the conditions) is used. So every language LeNTIME^) can be represented as the image under an F-erasing homomorphism h of the intersection of two languages L 1 , L 2 where each L. can be constructed out of the same regular set T by means of two length-preserving homomorphic duplications and one linear-erasing homomorphism h'.
Composing h' with each g t , 1 ^ i ^ 4, a cruder représentation for L is obtained; thus L can be represented as the F-erasing homomorphic image of the intersection of two linear-erasing homomorphic duplications on the same regular set.
Specifying the class F of fonctions, several well known classes of formai languages now can be characterised in an analogous way. We now list the most important examples.
Let RE dénote the class of recursively enumerable languages, REC dénote the class of recursive ianguages, PRIMREC dénote the class of primitive recursive languages, E k dénote the class of languages whose characteristic fonction is in the Grzegorczyk class S k , k^O, and NP dénote the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines in polynomial time.
Then the following characterisations can be established: can be majorized by a fonction geF.nF 0 and it is clear that NTIME(F) = RE, so NTIME(F)<=REg:NTIME(FnF 0 )ç=NTIME(F), which implies that NTIME (F n F o ) = NTIME (F) = RE.
(REC) : Let F= \ f : M -> M | ƒ recursive } ; F contains Xn . n 2 . Again, /e.F can be majorized by a function geFnF 0 and NTIME(F) = REC, so NTIME (F) £ REC s NTIME (F n F o ) £ NTIME (F). This implies NTIME(FnFo) = NTIME(F) = REC (E k ): Let J* r k = <f k nF 0 for fe^3; so each J^, fc^3, contains the function Xn. n 2 . Using properties of the Grzegorczyk classes ê k which are proven in [9] , for each function feS k , k^3, a function geê k can be defined that majorizes ƒ and satisfies the condition of F o . So, for fc^3, NTTME(^) ç NTIME(^k). In [9] a function j eê k is related to a 'step counting function' s f which counts the number of steps needed to compute ƒ on a register machine (see [8 ] or [9] for explicit définitions). From results in [9] , the following statement follows immediately:
(a) For k ^ 3, a function ƒ is in ê k if and only \Ïj is computed by a register machine with time bound t in i k , Using simulations of register machines by Turing machines and vice versa, carried out in [8] , and properties of the step counting function from [9] , the two following statements can be derived: Combining these results with elementary properties of the Grzegorczyk classes given in [9] , NTIME {é > k )=E k . So for fc>3, E k = NTIME (S k ) ç NTIME (J%) ç NTIME(<f k ) = £ k , which implies NTIME(^k) = NTIME(^) = £ k for (PRIMREC) : The preceeding part implies this one as follows : fc = ^m^i{/:^m -> ^J tƒ primitive recursive, Let F={/:N->N|/ primitive recursive} ; then F contains the function Xn.n 2 So ƒ e F if and only if there is a fc^O such that ƒ is a unary function in <T k .
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SECTION 2
Starting with the 'Représentation Lemma' presented by R. V. Book and C. Wrathall in [5] , a (uniform) représentation for the languages of NTIME(is,4) is established in Lemma 2.1. Theorem 2 characterizes the class NTIME (F, A) algebraically. Finally, the same special classes of languages as in section 1 but relativized to the oracle set A, are characterized in Corollary 2. We recall the Représentation Lemma in a modified notation:
Représentation Lemma. Let M be an oracle machine that runs in time t(ri) and has tape alphabet A. There exist homomorphisms h and g and a language Lj^ such that
L^ is accepted in linear time by a deterministic multitape Turing machine,
The proof ol the Représentation Lemma follows that of Theorem 2.3.1 [10] . We include a sketch:
Roughly speaking, L^ contains (encodings of) all triples {x, y, z) such that y is an accepting computation of M on the input string x with precisely information z about the oracle set. It is possible to construct a deterministic multitape TM which, on input (x, y, z), checks in linear time whether (x, y, z) has the above properties. The homomorphism g satisfies g ((x y y, z) ) -zso that strings in I^ng'^i©!)*) describe accepting computations of M with oracle set A ; the homomorphism h satisfies h ((x, y, z) ) -x so that the input string accepted by M is returned. Since M opérâtes in time t(n), the length of the' encoding (x 9 y, z) can be made proportional to t{\x\) so that for all Modified for our purposes, the Représentation Lemma reads: LEMMA Proof By Lemma 1.2, NTIME(F, A) is closed under F-erasing homomorphic replication and it is easy to see that it is also closed under the remaining opérations. By (*), NTIME(F, ,4) contains the regular languagês. Using F's properties and the special ability of an oracle machine, an oracle machine with oracle set A can be constructed which accepts the language {A@Af in F-time. Now let JSf(F, A) be a class of languagês with the properties claimed for NTIME(F,,4). We want to show that miME(F 9 A) = &(F 9 A). So let LeNTIME(F, A). Using Lemma 2.1, L can be represented as with homomorphisms h, g, and a language 1^ accepted by a deterministic multitape Turing machine in linear time, and h F-erasing onl^ n g~ X ((A © Af).
Assuming the same properties for F, by Theorem 1 (ii) NTIME(F) is the smallest class of languagês containing the regular languagês that is closed under intersection and F-erasing homomorphic replication (duplication). Thus NTIME (F) ç if (F, A) . By (*), NTIME(F) also contains the language Lŵ hich impliesL 3Vf GJ5f(F, A). Using L's représentation together with the remaining properties assumed for J?(F,A) yields Le£?(F, A).
• As in section 1, a uniform characterisation for several classes of languagês can be established.
Let RE (A) dénote the class of recursively enumerable languagês, REC(^4) dénote the class of recursive languagês, PRIMREC(yl) dénote the class of primitive recursive languages, E k (A) dénote the class of languagês whose characteristic function is in the Grzegorczyk class 3^ fc^O, and NP (A) dénote the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines in polynomial time, each of these classes relativized to oracle set A. Then the following characterisations can be derived: Proof. Analogous to the proof of Corollary 1 using oracle machines with oracle set A instead of Turing machines.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The class of fonctions In this paper, F is a class of time bounds for Turing or oracle machines. So, in both theorems, the first two conditions on F, 'F is closed under composition' and '/(nj^n for ne N and ƒ e F' are quite natural. The third condition, 'all fonctions are weakly monotonically increasing', was chosen to accomplish the proof of Lemma 1.2. We had to find one function g in F that majorizes each of m other fonctions in F, Together with the first two conditions, g is defined by composition of the m fonctions to be majorized. The last condition, 'F contains a function that majorizes the function Xn. n 2 \ was chosen for the calculation of running time and also compensâtes the loss of time while simulating a multitape TM by a 1-tape TM.
In another paper that gives a survey of computational complexity [4] , R. V. Book states without proof the same characterisations of NTIME(F) and NTIME(F )^4 ) as in the two theorems. Instead of requiring that each ƒ e F is weakly monotonically increasing, he demands '/( m ) +/( n )^/( m + n ) for every feF and nsN\ It is easy to see that this implies weak monotony for each ƒ e F.
The results
Whereas in [1 ] , B. S. Baker and R. V. Book prove a représentation for r. e. languages based on linear context-free languages using ' intersection and homomorphism, Lemma 1.1 gives a représentation for these languages based on more simple (regular) languages but needs, besides intersection and homomorphism, a more complicated opération (length-preserving homomorphic duplication). In the characterisation of the class RE of r. e. languages in [2] , the proofs need homomorphic replication, whereas in the present paper homomorphic duplication is sufficient.
The characterisations of the classes NP, RE and NP (4) in [2, 5] use the class of linear context-free languages and ^B NP as auxiliary classes. In this paper they are obtained as special cases of gênerai and uniform characterisations of NTIME(F) resp, NTIME(F,,4) by spécification of the class F of time bounds, with the regular languages as a basis and without use of further classes. Likewise, other characterisations stated in [5] without proof follow by spécification of F.
In Theorems 1 and 2, the characterisations of NTIME(F) and NTIME(F, A) are obtained through représentations of their languages. So, extending the results of [4] , the theorems also provide uniform représentations for the languages of the two (families of) classes, and reveal the common structure of many apparently different classes.
Comparing the characterisations of NTIME(F) and NTIME(F,^) and the représentations for their languages, note that the (more complicated) relativized counterpart is received from the unrelativized one by adding a language which contains information about the oracle set and requiring closure under inverse homomorphism as a further opération, Furthermore, the représentations for the languages show a strong connection between complexity and the erasing-properties of the homomorphisms needed for their construction.
